
Custom Sizes Handmade Rectangle Shape Aluminium Metal
Non Stick Detroit Pizza Pan Deep Dish Pizza Crisper Baking
Tray with Lid
 
Main features of rectangle non stick detroit pizza pan deep dish pizza crisper
baking tray with lid

High Quality Thick Aluminum Alloy

Crafted to perfection, our Detroit Style Pizza Pan is more than just cookware; it's a culinary masterpiece. Made from
premium thick aluminum, this rectangular pan is designed to deliver the authentic Detroit-style pizza experience right in
your own kitchen.

Non-Stick Excellence

Say goodbye to the days of pizza crust sticking to the pan. Our Detroit Style Pizza Pan features a high-quality non-stick
coating that ensures your pizza slides out effortlessly, preserving its shape and taste. No mess, no fuss – just delicious
results every time.

Precision-Crafted with Handmade

Our Detroit Style Pizza Pan is a testament to precision engineering. Expertly crafted by machine stamp with thoughtfully
inclined edges that are deep enough to hold more delectable toppings and cheese. To ensure durability and perfection, we
finish each pan with meticulous handmade welding at the corners, guaranteeing a product that's as reliable as it is beautiful.

Tailored to Your Needs

We understand that one size doesn't fit all. That's why we offer custom sizing options. Whether you prefer a larger family-
sized pizza or a personal-sized delight, we can create the perfect pan to meet your requirements.

Experience Innovation with the Aluminum Lid

Elevate your pizza-making game with the included aluminum lid. This innovative addition helps create the perfect crust while
locking in the flavors. Say hello to pizza perfection like never before.

Professional ODM & OEM Service

As a manufacturer, Tsingbuy detroit pizza pan factory has been offering ODM and OEM services for over 15 years
and collaborated with businesses and individuals alike to bring their pizza pan visions to life. Whether you're looking to
customize sizes, designs, or even branding, we're here to turn your ideas into reality.
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https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Handmade-Rectangle-Detroit-Style-Non-Stick-Pizza-Baking-Pan.html
















 
 
 
 
 
More types of pizza pans
Here we share more pictures of other pizza tools from Tsingbuy deep dish pizza pan supplier. Welcome to consult for
more info.
 
 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Aluminum-Deep-Dish-Pizza-Pan-Pizza-Baking-Tray.html




 
Besides bulk pizza crisper pan, we also manufacture sheet pans, baguette trays, multi-mould baking trays, loaf pans,
customized strap loaf pans, cooling racks, cake pans, and bakery trolley etc bakeware.  We are also rich in experience of
bakeware customization and OEM & ODM service, winning a great reputation from international customers through many
successful and pleasing customization cases.
If you are in the market for bakeware or customized baking tray, coming to us is a best choice for you and you are assured
to get a satisfied experience with us.
 
 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Aluminum-Round-Deep-Perforated-Crisper-Pizza-Baking-Pan-Tray.html



